
Barbertime Aftershave Cream
Cologne Light In the Cave 150ml
Read More
SKU: BT651787
Categories: Barber products, The Barber

Product Description

Barbertime Aftershave Cream Cologne Light In the Cave
150ml
This exceptional product, which has a noticeable soothing and calming effect, even on the most
sensitive of skin types is designed to naturally replenish lost moisture, leaving the skin feeling
smooth and supple with a soft, shine-free finish. Fresh, aromatic and masculine.

Barbertime Aftershave Cream
Cologne Dark Danger 150ml
Read More
SKU: BT651770
Categories: Barber products, The Barber
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Product Description

Barbertime Aftershave Cream Cologne Dark Danger
150ml
This exceptional product, which has a noticeable soothing and calming effect, even on the most
sensitive of skin types is designed to naturally replenish lost moisture, leaving the skin feeling
smooth and supple with a soft, shine-free finish. Fresh, aromatic and masculine.

Barbertime Aftershave Cream
Cologne Black Pearl 150ml
Read More
SKU: BT651763
Categories: Barber products, The Barber

Product Description

Barbertime Aftershave Cream Cologne Black Pearl 150ml
This exceptional product, which has a noticeable soothing and calming effect, even on the most
sensitive of skin types is designed to naturally replenish lost moisture, leaving the skin feeling
smooth and supple with a soft, shine-free finish. Fresh, aromatic and masculine.
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Barbertime Sea Salt Spray
150ml
Adding instant texture and volume to your hair,
enhancing your hair?s natural curl pattern, and even
removing toxins from your scalp and hair. You can use
it on the ends and lengths of damp or dry hair,
depending on preference. After applying, you can
move on to the shaping stage.
Read More
SKU: BT651640
Categories: Barber products, Hair Care, Hair Spray,
Hair Spray & Finishers, Hair Styling & Finishing, The
Barber

Product Description

Barbertime Sea Salt Spray 150ml
Sea salt spray is?a hairspray that contains water and salt. Sea salt sprays add volume and
texture, mimicking the beachy waves you?d get from a quick dip in the ocean. After use, you
can shape it more easily using vigo or hand. It helps you achieve more moisturized hair and
provides a brighter appearance.
Benefit: adding instant texture and volume to your hair, enhancing your hair?s natural curl
pattern, and even removing toxins from your scalp and hair.
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Wahl Flat Comb
Read More
SKU: 4127V2
Categories: Barber Tools, Brush Combs, Combs &
Brushes, Cutting Combs, Hairdressing, The Barber,
Tools and Essentials

Product Description

The Wahl Flat Comb is a versatile and durable grooming tool that is perfect for any hair type.
This flat comb is designed with wide-spaced teeth and a long, smooth handle for easy and
comfortable use. The teeth are made of high-quality stainless steel, ensuring durability and
long-lasting performance. This comb is perfect for detangling and styling hair, whether it's thick,
curly, or straight. The wide gaps between the teeth allow for easy gliding through tangles and
knots without pulling or snagging hair, making it a must-have for anyone with delicate or easily
tangled hair. The flat design of this comb also makes it great for creating sleek, straight styles,
as it creates a smooth and even distribution of products through hair. Whether you're using it
for styling, detangling, or grooming, the Wahl Flat Comb is an essential tool for achieving a
polished and put-together look. In addition to its practical design, this comb also features a
sleek and modern black finish, making it a stylish addition to any grooming kit. Whether you're
a professional stylist or simply looking for a reliable and effective comb for daily use, the Wahl
Flat Comb is a must-have for all your grooming needs.
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XN Derlin Pom Comb 22cms
Read More
SKU: 401490
Categories: Barber Tools, Brush Combs, Combs &
Brushes, Cutting Combs, Hairdressing, The Barber,
Tools and Essentials

Product Description

The 22cm Pom Delrin Comb is a versatile, high quality hair styling tool ideal for detangling,
styling and styling hair. Made from Pom Delrin, a durable and hard-wearing material, this comb
offers excellent performance and longevity.

Durable Material: The Pom Delrin Comb is made from a high quality polymer known as
Polyoxymethylene (Pom) Delrin. This material is renowned for its resistance to wear,
chemicals and heat, making it a reliable choice for heavy duty use.
Optimal length and design: With its length of 22 cm, this comb is perfect for versatile use
on all hair types. Its ergonomic and lightweight design facilitates handling and offers
precise control when styling.
Gentle detangling: The wide, wide-spaced teeth of the comb gently detangle hair, reducing
the risk of breakage and damage. It is suitable for wet or dry hair, whether thick, curly or
fine.
Versatility of use: This comb is versatile and suitable for different hairdressing techniques.
Whether you want to straighten, curl, detangle or style your hair, this comb will meet your
needs, giving you precise and professional results.
Easy care: The Pom Delrin comb is chemical resistant and can be cleaned easily in warm
water with mild soap. It retains its shape and performance even after prolonged use.

  The Pom Delrin 22cm comb is the essential accessory for an impeccable and effortless
hairstyle. Its durability, versatility and ability to gently detangle make it an essential tool for
hairdressing professionals as well as everyday home use.
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XN Carbon Comb Antistatic
Coating
Read More
SKU: 401481
Categories: Barber Tools, Brush Combs, Combs &
Brushes, Cutting Combs, Hairdressing, Tools and
Essentials

Product Description

These exceptional combs contain a carbon fibre additive that allows them to conduct static
electricity, making them genuinely anti-static.
Strong and flexible.
Heat resistant for styling with a blow-dryer or Straightener.
No sharp edges, rounded tips for professional styling.

Hairdressing Scissors Kit 2pcs +
accessories
Read More
SKU: ISO18084
Categories: Barber Scissors, Basic Barber Scissors,
Beginners, Scissors

Product Description
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2 PAIRS OF SCISSORS?- the set includes two pairs of scissors.?One of them is
professional hairdressing scissors made of the highest quality steel?.?The
second are thinner tubes?with a serrated blade. These scissors are used?for thinning
or thinning hair?.

LARGE SET?- the whole set includes 7 elements. It has a hairdresser cape that will protect
your clothes from getting dirty during hairdressing treatments. 2 pairs of scissors. There is
also a comb, brush and scissors cleaning cloth.?The whole thing is very useful during
haircutting and other frizzing treatments.

UNIVERSAL APPLICATION?- both for women, men and children. The perfect solution for
hair cutting and styling. An additional cape can also be used when applying make-up.?For
use at home as well as in beauty salons?.

CASE?- all elements are packed in a zippered case. It looks like a small pencil case.?
Thanks to this, the entire set will always be in its place?without fear of getting lost.

SPECIFICATION?- scissors: color: silver with blue accessories; size: 6 ?; thinning plates:
color: silver with blue additions; number of teeth: 27; size: 6 ?; comb; black colour;
dimensions (length / width): 17x2.5cm; brush: color: black / brown; dimensions (length /
width): 14x2cm; cape: color: black; material: nylon; dimensions (length / width): 140x90
cm; case: color: black: material: eco-leather; dimensions (length / width / depth /):
21.5x9x3 cm; set weight: 285 g.

Vent Paddle Brush
Read More
SKU: 401463
Categories: Barber Tools, Brush Combs, Combs &
Brushes, Cutting Combs, Hairdressing, Tools and
Essentials
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Product Description

Quality Material - The vented hair brush is made from ABS resin material, ensuring it is
durable while being lightweight.?The nylon bristles of the vent brush for hair easily glide
through any hair style without pulling or scratching and is easy to clean.
Faster Blow Drying - Because the bristle hair brush is vented, the heat is better dispersed
during blow drying.?This reduces the amount of time needed to fully dry your hair and
ensures there will be no frizziness or damage to your hair.?
Curved Shape - Our vented hair brush for blow drying is designed to closely fit your scalp
and head.?The curved vent brush has generous spacing between the bristles will massage
your scalp as you dry your hair, promoting blood circulation and healthier hair.
Excellent Design - The handle of our vented brush fits comfortably in your hand and the
rubber non-slip covering prevents drops.?The styling hair brush has a hanging hole as well
as a magnet to attach it to something for easy storage.?
Perfect For All Hair Types - Our vented hair brush is suitable for everyone.?The curved hair
brushes for women and men easily work through coarse, fine, thick, or thin hair and the
vented detangling brush works great for straight or curly hair.?

DART Ultimate Foil Shaver
Read More
SKU: ULT22-B
Categories: Barber Accessories, Barber Electrical,
Barber Tools, Clippers, Trimmers & Shavers, Electrical,
Foil Shavers

Product Description

Ergonomic design in Black or Red

Solid gold titanium dual foils

Japanese crunch blade
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3 hours runtime
Fast charging
Powerful high torque motor
9000 - 9500 RPM
Cordless or Corded operation
Led light display charge

 
Description:THE NEW ULTIMATE Foil Shaver is equipped with a powerful?lithium-ion battery
which allows it to operate?up to 180 minutes of run time from a single charge.?With gold
hypoallergenic dual foils that deliver ultra-close cutting, its Japanese crunch head shaver
blades guarantee a comfortable and irritation-free shaving experience. The ULTIMATE Foil
Shaver weighs only 162g.

DART Signature Cordless Clipper
Read More
SKU: DT194
Categories: Barber Electrical, Barber Tools, Clippers,
Clippers, Trimmers & Shavers, The Barber

Product Description

Dart Signature Cordless Clipper
Fast charging Ultra-long life battery technology.
200-minute runtime.
Powerful high torque CBM motor (7500 RPM)
Constant power output
Adjustable deluxe taper/ precision fade blade (Gold)
Back Enhanced grip
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Metal taper lever
Six metal guard combs - (#1/2 - #6)
Cord/cordless use
Charging stand (sold separately)

Description: The Dart SIGNATURE Cordless Clipper has a new ergonomic design,
lightweight, and robust high torque CBM motor with 7500 RPM specially designed for
professional barbering. It is fitted with an adjustable deluxe taper/ precision fade gold blade.
This excellent clipper will run for 200 minutes non-stop and retains its cutting power until the
last second. The quick charging and ultra-long life battery technology quickly get you back in
action, making it the perfect tool for every busy barber. When its charging or battery is low, the
LED light is red, while it turns blue when fully charged. The SIGNATURE Cordless Clipper
provides you with the best fading experience. It?s the QUALITY you expect. * The DART
Signature Clipper comes with a complete package of accessories: blade guard, 6 attachment
combs (#1/2 - #6), cleaning brush, and clipper oil.

You may also be interested in the DART Tsuper Cordless Trimmer
Create stunning super sharp shape-ups and neat outlines with the DART Pro Tsuper trimmer. It
is equipped with advanced Lithium-ion battery technology that gives you 100 minutes of
running time from a quick 45-minute charge. The Dart Signature Tsuper trimmer has an
adjustable ?Skin friendly? titanium T-blade that can be zero-gap. This lightweight yet powerful
cordless trimmer can be used for sharp hairlines, beard, and pattern design work. The elegant
design with an advanced high torque rotary motor of 7000 RPM makes it a perfect trimmer to
demonstrate your craft in style.

You may also be interested in the Dart Signature Ultimate Foil Shaver
HE NEW ULTIMATE Foil Shaver is equipped with a powerful lithium-ion battery, which allows it to
operate for up to 180 minutes on a single charge. With gold hypoallergenic dual foils that
deliver ultra-close cutting, its Japanese crunch head shaver blades guarantee a comfortable,
irritation-free shaving experience. The ULTIMATE Foil Shaver weighs only 162g.
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DART Tsuper Cordless Trimmer
Read More
SKU: TS20
Categories: Barber Electrical, Barber Tools, Clippers,
Trimmers & Shavers, Trimmers

Product Description

TSUPER:?Power to do more. Less to Spend Available Colours: Black | Metallic Red | Gold |
Transparent Red

Adjustable Titanium Blades for superior durability and long-lasting performance. ( can be
zero-gapped)
Hypoallergenic blades are designed for bumps prevention and reduced risks of cuts
Optimal sharpness that cuts hair two times faster in one stroke.
Advanced Lithium-ion batteries for a 45-minute quick charge and 100 minutes of running
time.
Two charging options: Charging stand and Cable charging.

Description: Create stunning super sharp shape ups and neat outlines with the DART Pro Tsuper trimmer.
Equipped with an advanced Lithium-ion battery technology that gives you 100 minutes of running time from a

quick 45 minutes charge. The Tsuper trimmer is equipped with an adjustable ?Skin friendly? Titanium T-
blade that can be zero gapped. This lightweight yet powerful cordless trimmer can be used for sharp

hairlines, beard and pattern design work.? The elegant design with an advanced high torque rotary motor of

7000 RPM makes it a perfect trimmer to demonstrate your craft in style. The TSUPER Cordless trimmer
comes with a complete package of accessories: blade guard, charging stand, 3 attachment combs (#1?#3),

cleaning brush and trimmer oil.
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